Abstract-Mobile crowdsensing takes advantage of pervasive mobile devices to collect and process data for a variety of applications (e.g., traffic monitoring and spectrum sensing). In this study, a socially-aware crowdsensing system is advocated in which a cloud-based platform incentivizes mobile users to participate in sensing tasks by leveraging social trust among users, upon receiving sensing requests. For this system, social trust assisted reciprocity (STAR), a synergistic marriage of social trust and reciprocity, is exploited to design an incentive mechanism that stimulates users' participation. Given the social trust structure among users, the efficacy of STAR for satisfying users' sensing requests is thoroughly investigated. Specifically, it is first shown that all requests can be satisfied if and only if sufficient social credit can be "transferred" from users who request more sensing service than they can provide to users who can provide more than they request. Then utility maximization for sensing services under STAR is investigated, and it is shown that it reduces to maximizing the utility of a circulation flow in the combined social graph and request graph. Accordingly, an algorithm that iteratively cancels a cycle of positive weight in the residual graph is developed, which computes the optimal solution efficiently, for both cases of divisible and indivisible sensing service. Extensive simulation results corroborate that STAR can significantly outperform the mechanisms using social trust only or reciprocity only.
2013 [2] . As smartphones are equipped with advanced sensors such as accelerometers, compasses, gyroscopes, and cameras, they can collectively carry out many sensing tasks, e.g., monitoring the environment. In a nutshell, by leveraging a crowd of mobile users, one can collect and process sensed data far beyond the scope of what was possible before.
Although the benefit of crowdsensing is pronounced, performing a sensing task typically incurs overhead for the participating user, in terms of the user's resource consumption devoted to sensing, such as battery and computing power. Further, the participating user also incurs the risk of potential privacy loss by sharing its sensed data with others. In general, a user may not participate in sensing without receiving adequate incentive. Therefore, effective incentive design is essential for realizing the benefit of crowdsensing.
There have been some recent studies on incentive design for crowdsensing (see, e.g., [3] - [5] ). Most of these works use monetary reward to stimulate users' participation, which rely on a global (virtual) currency system. However, enforcing the circulation of a global currency typically incurs a high implementation overhead, especially for large-scale networks, due to the need to, e.g., resolve disputes and punish counterfeiters. Therefore, it is appealing to design a crowdsensing system that can motivate a large number of users to participate without using a global currency, which is a goal of this study.
Online social networks have been growing explosively over the past few years. In 2013, the number of online social network users worldwide reached 1.73 billion, nearly one quarter of the world's population [6] . As a result, social relationships increasingly influence people's behaviors in their interactions. In particular, as an important aspect of social relationships, social trust can be exploited to stimulate crowdsensing: if Alice has social trust in Bob, then Alice is willing to help Bob, since Alice can trust Bob to help Alice in the future to return the favor.
In this paper, we devise an incentive mechanism to stimulate users' participation in crowdsensing, by using Social Trust Assisted Reciprocity (STAR) -a synergistic marriage of social trust and reciprocity. Here reciprocity means than a user helps another while it is also helped by the other. The basic idea of STAR is that Alice is willing to help Bob if someone who trusts Bob can help someone trusted by Alice. This is because the overhead of Alice for helping Bob is compensated, as the one trusted by Alice will help Alice in the future to return the favor. We further illustrate this idea by an example of spectrum 2373-776X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Fig. 1 . A motivating example of social trust assisted reciprocity for spectrum crowdsensing. Users 1 and 4 have social trust in users 3 and 2, respectively (denoted by solid edges); users 2 and 3 request users 1 and 4 to sense channels 1 and 2, respectively (denoted by dashed edges). User 1 is willing to help user 2 in exchange for that users 4 helping user 1's social friend, user 3, while user 4 is willing to help user 3 in exchange for user 1 helping user 4's social friend, user 2.
crowdsensing in Fig. 1 . Without adequate incentives, users 1 and 3 are not willing to sense channel 1 and 2 for users 2 and 4, respectively. However, if users 2 and 4 are friends of users 1 and 3, respectively, then user 1 would be willing to help user 2, since user 2's friend, user 3, will help users 1's friend, user 4, in return for user 1's help. Therefore, both users 1 and 3 have incentive to help. By taking advantage of reciprocity ("synchronous exchange") with the assistance of social trust ("asynchronous exchange"), STAR can efficiently encourage users' participation in crowdsensing. In particular, STAR greatly enhances the chance that sensing requests are matched, since they can be matched through existing social trust among users. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , without using either social trust or reciprocity, neither of user 1 and user 3 would be willing to help user 2 and user 4, respectively. If users are well connected in the social network, the number of requests that can be matched with the assistance of social trust can be significant. Furthermore, compared to traditional currency-based schemes, STAR can incur much lower implementation overhead due to the use of the already existing social trust. We will discuss the overhead of STAR and related work in Section VI.
The main thrust of this study is devoted to characterizing the fundamental performance of STAR, particularly for satisfying users' sensing requests given the social trust structure among them. Since sensing requests are mismatched in general and social trust levels are limited, it may not be possible to satisfy all requests. Therefore, a natural question is "Can all requests be satisfied?" The benefit of sensing service provided under STAR can be quantified by the utility of users who receive the service. In the case that not all requests can be satisfied, another important question arises: What is the maximum utility that can be achieved by the provided service? These two questions are similar in spirit to admission control and network utility maximization, respectively.
We summarize the main contributions of this paper as follows.
• We propose a socially-aware crowdsensing system that stimulates users' participation by leveraging their social trust. The incurred overhead can be significantly lower than that of traditional currency-based schemes, since it uses social credit as a "local" currency enabled by social trust, rather than a global currency.
• For the proposed system, we design STAR, an incentive mechanism that stimulates users' participation by using social trust assisted reciprocity. We investigate thoroughly the efficacy of STAR for satisfying users' sensing requests, given the social trust structure among users. Specifically, we first show that all requests can be satisfied if and only if users who request more sensing service than they can provide can transfer sufficient social credit to users who can provide more than they request. Then we investigate utility maximization for sensing service, and show that this problem is equivalent to maximizing the utility of a circulation flow in the combined social graph and request graph. Based on this observation, we develop an algorithm that iteratively cancels the cycles of positive weights in the residual graph, and hence computes the optimal solution efficiently, for both cases of divisible and indivisible service.
• We evaluate the performance of STAR through extensive simulations for a random setting based on the ErdosRényi graph model, and for a practical setting based on real social data with application to spectrum crowdsensing. For both settings, simulation results demonstrate that STAR can achieve significantly better system efficiency and individual user performance than only using social trust or reciprocity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we propose a socially-aware crowdsensing system. In Section III, we design an incentive mechanism based on social trust assisted reciprocity for the proposed system. Based on STAR, Section IV investigates conditions for satisfying all sensing requests and the utility maximization for sensing service. Section V provides simulation results to illustrate the efficacy of STAR. Related work is reviewed in Section VI and the paper is concluded in Section VII.
II. SOCIALLY-AWARE CROWDSENSING SYSTEM
In this section, we describe a crowdsensing system that stimulates users' participation by leveraging their social trust.
A. Motivation
Social relationships play an increasingly important role in people's interactions with each other. One important aspect of the social relationship between two users is their social trust: one user has belief in and relies on the other user's behavior in the future. To stimulate users' participation in crowdsensing, social trust can be exploited in the form of social credit. Specifically, social credit is transferred between two users with social trust if one user owes a favor to the other and commits to return the favor later. Therefore, a user is willing to participate if it receives social credit from another user in which it has social trust. This "asynchronous exchange" of favors via social credit is in the same spirit as a global currency. However, since this pairwise credit commitment is enabled by existing social trust between two users, social credit would incur a much lower overhead than a global currency.
Most existing crowdsensing systems assume that a platform announces sensing tasks and motivates users to participate in these tasks by providing monetary incentives [3] , [5] . In contrast, we are interested in a system where sensing requests are generated by users. Indeed, a few crowdsensing systems that have been deployed are based on this model. For example, the Waze [7] system employs traffic monitoring data collected from a crowd of drivers to answer an individual driver's request (e.g., navigation to a specific destination).
B. System Description
We consider a crowdsensing system as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The system consists of a platform that operates in the cloud, and a set of mobile users V = {1, . . . , N} connected to the platform via the cloud. Initially, each user registers at the platform and publishes its social information (e.g., Facebook account) such that users can identify their social relationships with each other. Then, each user declares to the platform a social credit limit for each other user in which it has social trust, based on the strength of their social relationship. The social credit limit quantifies the social trust level by specifying how much social credit one user is willing to accept from another. For example, a user typically has high social trust in a close friend, while it may have low social trust in an acquaintance. The system proceeds in rounds and the workflow in each round consists of four major components as depicted in Fig. 3 . We describe each component in detail below. • Sensing request formation. A user can submit to the platform a sensing request that describes the sensing service it needs. For example, a user may request to know if a licensed channel is available. Upon receiving a request, the platform can find a particular set of users who can serve the request, based on users' sensing capabilities, such as their physical locations and the functions of sensors on their devices. In this way, the platform determines the request relationships among users, i.e., which user requests service from which other users. For example, a user with a good sensing channel condition for a licensed channel can serve another user's request to sense that channel.
• Sensing task allocation. Based on the sensing requests, the platform allocates sensing tasks to users. A sensing task specifies how much sensing service is needed from that user. For example, a sensing task may require a user to sense a licensed channel for a period of time. A key challenge for the platform is to ensure that users have incentives to carry out their allocated tasks. As expected, a user who requests sensing service can also receive requests from others for service. Therefore, it is plausible to take advantage of direct (bilateral) or indirect (multi-lateral) reciprocity (as illustrated in Fig. 4 (a),(b)): Alice is willing to help Bob if Bob simultaneously helps Alice. While this "synchronous exchange" of favors is appealing as it obviates the need for currency, a major drawback is that users' requests have to be simultaneously matched, which does not hold in general. As illustrated by the example in Fig. 1 , user 1 has a good sensing channel for channel 1 while user 2 does not. Therefore, user 2 needs user 1's help while user 1 does not need user 2's help.
• Social credit transfer. The platform can stimulate users' participation by using social credit. The platform maintains the social credit limit for each pair of users, and updates it for the next round to reflect the amount of social credit transferred between them in the current round.
Besides the update performed by the platform, each user can also change its credit limit for another by reporting the new value to the platform.
• Data sensing and aggregation. Based on the transferred social credit, users have incentive to carry out their allocated sensing tasks. After collecting and processing the sensing data from users, the platform distributes the aggregated data to the intended users. Therefore, most of the communication and computation burdens shifts from the users to the platform. Unlike most existing work, our proposed crowdsensing system exploits social trust to stimulate users' participation, which obviates the need of a global currency. For this system, one key challenge is to make the best use of social credit such that users have incentive to carry out sensing tasks, and more importantly, the system achieves good performance, which is the focus in the rest of this paper.
III. STAR: SOCIAL TRUST ASSISTED RECIPROCITY BASED INCENTIVE MECHANISM
In this section, we design an incentive mechanism based on social trust assisted reciprocity.
A. System Model
We model users' sensing requests by a request graph G R have continuous values, or indivisible (e.g., quantified by the number of sensing data samples) such that they have to be integers. In some situations, a user cannot provide all the service requested from it (e.g., due to its resource constraints). To take this into account, let C i be the maximum amount of service that user i can provide and E C i be the set of outgoing request edges of user i. Then the following constraint applies:
We will discuss how to capture constraint (1) in our incentive mechanism in Section IV. A user obtains utility from its requested sensing service, which depends on the amount of service provided by each user that is requested for that service. We assume that user j obtains a utility of U ij for each unit of service provided by user i.
In general, user j can request different types of service from user i, which have utilities of different values. For example, a user may request sensing multiple channels from another user, whose sensing capability varies across different channels. In this case, there are multiple parallel request edges (in the same direction) from user i to user j, each with a specific utility of service 3 . In this paper, we assume that there exists at most one request edge from one user to another. However, all the results obtained under this assumption can be directly extended to the case of parallel request edges. We further assume that a user's utility is equal to the total utility of the service provided to that user. More complex forms of utility will be studied in our future work.
We model the social trust structure among users by a social graph G 
B. An Example of Spectrum Crowdsensing
As an illustrative example, we next discuss how the system model described above can be applied to spectrum crowdsensing.
Spectrum sensing is an important and challenging task in cognitive radio networks [8] . To access a licensed channel in a cognitive radio network, a user needs to sense the channel to ensure that the channel is not used by licensed transmitters. When a user's sensing channel condition is impaired by severe fading (e.g., path loss, shadowing), the user needs other users' help to sense the channel. Consider a cognitive radio network in which each user intends to sense one or multiple licensed channels for access. A user's sensing capability for a channel depends on its sensing channel condition, which can vary across different users and different channels. If user i has a good sensing channel condition for a channel, user j may request user i to sense that channel. The overhead incurred by sensing that channel can be user i's resource consumption (e.g., device battery) for the sensing task. Therefore, the amount of sensing service f R ij provided by user i to user j can be quantified by user i's sensing time. The utility U ij,k of user j derived from the service provided by user i on channel k, can depend on user i's sensing capability on channel k as well as user j's utilization efficiency (e.g., transmission rate) of channel k. 
C. Design Description
The basic incentive structure of the STAR mechanism is a social trust assisted reciprocity cycle (STAR) in which a set of users have incentive to provide service. It is defined in the combined social and request (social-request) graph
Definition 1: A social trust assisted reciprocity cycle is a directed cycle in the social-request graph G.
In a STAR cycle, a user is willing to provide service since the overhead is compensated by receiving credit or service from another user in that cycle. For example, user 1 in Fig. 4 (e) is willing to provide service to user 3 since it receives credit from user 2; user 1 in Fig. 4 (f) is willing to provide service to user 3 since it receives service from user 2. Note that a STAR cycle can involve intermediate users that only transfer credits with their social neighbors. For example, in Fig. 4(f) , user 4 is an intermediate user.
For each user in a STAR cycle, the amount of service or credit it receives should be equal to that of service or credit it provides or spends, respectively. Let f c denote a balanced flow along a STAR cycle c, which has the same flow value on each edge in c. The flow on a social or request edge in the aggregate flow f of a set of balanced flows {f c , c ∈ C} along cycles C is given by
respectively. Note that the credit transferred from user i to j (i.e., the flow on e S ij ∈ E S ) in the balanced flow along a STAR cycle can be partly or completely canceled by that from user j to i in another STAR cycle. Users can participate in a set of balanced flows along STAR cycles if and only if the aggregate flow satisfies the capacity constraints on request and social edges.
Definition 2: A set of balanced flows along STAR cycles is feasible if the aggregate flow satisfies the following capacity constraints:
Recall that the amount of service a user can provide can be constrained (i.e., constraint (1)). To capture this constraint, we Fig. 6 . An example of modifying a social-request graph to capture the constraint (1) with E R 1 + = {e R 12 , e R 13 }. The notation next to an edge is its capacity.
can modify the social-request graph G as follows. We first construct a virtual node i ∈ V and change all the outgoing request edges from node i to being from node i , and then we add a virtual edge e R ii ∈ E R and set its capacity and utility as C i and 0, respectively (as illustrated in Fig. 6 ). Note that all other edges remain unchanged. It can be easily shown that it suffices to focus on the modified graph: any feasible set of balanced flows along STAR cycles in the modified graph has a oneto-one correspondence in the original graph that also satisfies constraint (1) .
Under the STAR mechanism, all users are willing to participate in any feasible set of balanced flows along STAR cycles.
IV. EXPLOITING STAR TO SATISFY SENSING REQUESTS
In this section, we characterize the efficacy of the STAR mechanism. We first investigate conditions under which all sensing requests can be satisfied. Then we study the maximum total utility that can be achieved by provided sensing service.
A. Satisfying All Sensing Requests
Based on the STAR cycles, we first show that it suffices to focus on circulation flows in the social-request graph defined as follows.
Definition 3: A flow f in the social-request graph G is a circulation if f satisfies the capacity constraints (2), (3), and the flow conservation constraints
It is clear that the aggregate flow of any feasible set of balanced flows along STAR cycles is a circulation flow in G. The following lemma shows that the converse is also true.
Lemma 1: Any circulation flow in the social-request graph amounts to the aggregate flow of a feasible set of balanced flows along STAR cycles.
Proof: Consider a non-empty circulation flow f . We can find a node v 1 with a positive flow on an outgoing edge from v 1 and trace along this edge to another node v 2 . Due to the flow conservation constraint, we can find an outgoing edge from v 2 with a positive flow and trace along it to a node v 3 . We continue this tracing process until we visit a node v j that has been visited before, i.e., v i = v j for some i < j, and hence we find a STAR cycle
Then we subtract flow f by a balanced flow along this cycle with value equal to the Fig. 7 . The extended social graph constructed from the social graph in Fig. 5 where P 1 > 0, P 2 = 0, P 3 < 0, P 4 < 0, P 5 = 0, P 6 > 0. The notation next to an edge is its capacity. minimum flow value on an edge in that cycle. Thus the remaining flow is still a circulation flow in which the number of edges with non-zero flows is reduced. We can repeat this argument to subtract the remaining flow by a balanced flow along a cycle until it is empty. This implies that flow f is the aggregate flow of the subtracted balanced flows along the cycles, which is also feasible.
We define P i as the total amount of service requested by user i deducted by the amount that user i can provide:
Then we construct an extended social graph G S + from the social graph G S by adding a directed edge with capacity P i from a virtual source node s to each node i with P i > 0, and adding a directed edge with capacity −P i from each node i with P i < 0 to a virtual destination node t (as illustrated in Fig. 7) . Let P be defined as
Theorem 1: All sensing requests can be satisfied under STAR if and only if P is equal to the maximum flow value from s to t in the extended social graph G S + .
Proof: By Lemma 1, all requests can be satisfied if and only if there is a circulation flow f in the social-request graph G that saturates all request edges (i.e., f
. We first show the "if" part. Suppose S is equal to the value of the maximum flow f Intuitively speaking, the social graph serves as a "buffer" to partially or completely "absorb" the mismatch among users' requests. It is worth noting that the maximum amount of service provided under STAR is in general not equal to the maximum flow value from s to t in G S + .
Remark 2:
We note that an important difference between [9] and our study is that the results in [9] are based on the assumption that all users are connected in the social network, whereas our model here does not have this assumption. This is essentially because that reciprocity is used in STAR but not in [9] . As illustrated in Fig. 1 , without using reciprocity, users 1 and 4 are not willing to help users 2 and 3, respectively. In Section V, simulation results demonstrate that the STAR mechanism can significantly outperform the mechanism in [9] .
B. Utility Maximization for Sensing Service
Due to the mismatch of sensing service requests and social credit limits, it is possible that not all requests can be satisfied. In this case, a natural objective from the platform's view is to maximize the total utility of provided service. The next result follows from Lemma 1.
Theorem 2: The maximum utility of sensing service provided under STAR is equal to the maximum utility of a circulation flow in the social-request graph.
Note that the flow on a social edge does not generate any utility. By Theorem 2, our problem can be written as
Note that we can maximize the total amount of service provided under STAR by solving problem (5) with the utility U ij set to 1 for each request edge.
In the following, we will solve problem (5) using an algorithm inspired by the cycle-canceling algorithm for solving the minimum cost flow problem [10] . We should note that problem (5) is quite different from a typical network flow problem in that two nodes can be connected by multiple edges (request edges and social edges). Furthermore, request edges and social edges carry different types of flows (as illustrated in Fig. 8(a) ): the flows on all request edges are non-negative and independent (as in constraint (3)), while the flows on social edges can be negative and must be inverse between a pair of users (as in constraint (2)).
We start with constructing a residual graph
of the social-request graph G for a given flow f . Specifically, for each request edge e R ij ∈ E R , we construct a 
respectively. We do not construct an edge in the residual graph if its capacity is zero. Then we set the weights of each forward edge − → e We show how to construct the residual graph by an illustrative example in Fig. 8 . The following lemma establishes the optimality condition for solving problem (5). as those in G f . The difference between G f and G is that all the edges are constructed in G (an edge is not constructed in G f if its capacity is 0) and have unlimited capacities. Therefore, the edges in G f is a subset of the edges in G. Then we can define a flow g in G by defining the flows in g on the edges of G as
It follows from the definition that
Then the net flow value at each node i ∈ V in flow g is
where the last equality follows from that f and f are circulation flows in G. Therefore, g is a circulation flow in G. We observe that the flow on any edge e ∈ E R \ E 
where the last inequality follows from the assumption that f has larger utility than f in G. Since g only has positive flows on the edges in G f , using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 1, g is the aggregate flow of balanced flows along cycles each comprised of edges in G f . Then the total weight of these flows along the cycles in G f is equal to the weight of flow g in G, which is greater than 0. This implies that there must exist a cycle of positive weight in G f , which is a contradiction to the previous assumption. This completes the proof. Using Lemma 2, we can develop an algorithm as described in Algorithm 1 to solve problem (5) . The algorithm starts with the empty flow in the network. It iteratively finds a cycle of positive weight in the residual graph and cancels each cycle by augmenting the current flow in the graph with a balanced flow along that cycle, until no cycle of positive weight exists. In each iteration, the value of the flow to augment with is set to be the residual capacity of the cycle, which is the minimum capacity of all edges in that cycle. We show how Algorithm 1 works by an illustrative example in Fig. 9 .
As for the step 2 and 3 in Algorithm 1, we can use an algorithm similar to the Bellman-Ford algorithm [11] to find a cycle of positive weight in the residual graph, if there exists one. In particular, the algorithm iteratively updates the maximum weight M (t) from a source node s ∈ V to each other node t ∈ V \ {s}. In each iteration, the algorithm checks each edge e (5) with rational parameters: the utilities and capacities of all social and request edges are rational numbers. This setting is of important interest in general, since the parameters of most practical problems are rational numbers. Then problem (5) with rational parameters can be equivalently converted to one with integral parameters by multiplying with a suitably large integer 4 K. The solution of the original problem (with rational parameters) is equal to the solution of the new problem (with integral parameters) divided by K.
For problem (5) with rational parameters, let U and R denote the maximum utility and maximum capacity of a request edge, respectively (i.e., U = max eij ∈E R U ij , R = max eij ∈E R R ij ). The following theorem shows that Algorithm 1 is correct and computationally efficient when the service divisible.
Theorem 3: For problem (5) with divisible sensing service and rational parameters, Algorithm 1 computes the optimal flow and has running time
Proof: As discussed earlier, we first equivalently convert the problem to one with integral parameters by multiplying them by an integer K.
Since the capacities of all edges in the graph are integral and the initial empty flow is integral, the residual capacity of the cycle found in the first iteration of the algorithm is integral, and hence the flow after augmentation is integral. Thus, by induction, the updated flow after each iteration is also integral. This shows that the algorithm finds an integral flow when it terminates, which is optimal by Lemma 2.
The utility of the initial empty flow is 0. The utility of any flow is upper bounded by the utility of the flow that saturates all request edges, which is |E R |RUK 2 . Since the capacities of all edges are integral, the flow utility increases by an integer no less than one at each iteration of Algorithm 1. Therefore, it takes the algorithm at most |E R |RUK 2 iterations to terminate. Since each iteration has running time O(|V |(|E S | + |E R |), the desired result follows.
In many practical situations, sensing service is indivisible such that the optimization variables of problem (5) have to be integers. In this case, we can equivalently convert problem (5) with rational parameters to one with integer parameters by rounding the capacities of all social and request edges to their respective nearest integers below (i.e., taking the floor function) and multiplying the utilities of all request edges by a suitably large integer K. Using a similar proof as that of Theorem 3, we have the following result.
Theorem 4: For problem (5) with indivisible sensing service and rational parameters, Algorithm 1 computes the optimal flow and has running time
. In Section V, simulation results demonstrate that the running time of Algorithm 1 is much lower than the above bound.
Remark 3: The underlying rationale of Algorithm 1 can be interpreted as follows. In each iteration of Algorithm 1, the flow in the social-request graph is augmented with a balanced flow along a cycle of positive weight in the residual graph. For each edge with positive weight in that cycle, the utility of flow on the corresponding request edge increases, while for each edge with negative weight in that cycle, that utility decreases. Since the total weight of the edges in the cycle is positive, the total utility of flow increases. In other words, a balanced flow along the positive weight cycle captures the tradeoff between increasing the utilities on some request edges and decreasing the utilities on some other request edges such that the total utility increases. Note that although the flows on social edges do not generate utility, the edges with zero weights in the residual graph, which are constructed from the social edges, contribute to forming a cycle, and hence the utility obtained on request edges.
Remark 4: It is worth noting that, when sensing service is indivisible, problem (5) is essentially an integer linear program (ILP), which is NP-hard to solve in general. However, using a network flow approach, we can capture and exploit the specific combinatorial structure of the problem, based on which a polynomial-time algorithm can be developed to solve it.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we provide simulation results to evaluate the performance of the STAR mechanism. We compare STAR with two incentive mechanisms as benchmarks, which use social trust only and reciprocity only, respectively:
• Social trust based mechanism (ST): Under this mechanism, a user is willing to provide service to another if and only if it receives social credit from that user or an intermediate user. Therefore, in the social-request graph, this mechanism can use a cycle consisting of social edges and exactly one request edge (e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) ,(d)); • Reciprocity based mechanism (RP): Under this mechanism, a user is willing to provide service if and only if it also receives service from another. Therefore, in the social-request graph, this mechanism can use a cycle consisting of only request edges (e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 4(a),(b) ). We observe that each benchmark mechanism uses only a subset of the incentive structures (i.e., the cycles in the socialrequest graph) used in the STAR mechanism. Note that the incentive mechanism using only social trust is equivalent to that in [9] .
A. Simulation Setup
To illustrate the impact of different parameters of the mobile social network on the performance, we consider a random setting as follows. We simulate the social graph G S and the request graph G R using the Erdos-Rényi (ER) graph model [13] , where a social edge and a request edge exist from one node to another with probability P S and P R , respectively. We assume that service is divisible. If a social edge exists, its social credit limit follows a normal distribution N (μ S , σ 2 S ), where μ S and σ 2 S denote the mean and variance, respectively; if a physical edge exists, the amount of requested service and the utility per unit service follow normal distributions N (μ R , σ 2 R ) and N (μ U , σ 2 U ) respectively. We set default parameter values as:
To evaluate the performance of the STAR mechanism in practice, we also consider a practical setting. Specifically, we generate the social graph according to the real dataset from Brightkite [12] . Brightkite is a online social networking service based on mobile phones in which users share their checkingin locations in an explicit social network. For this dataset, we illustrate the social network structure of 20 users in Fig. 10(a) and the users' social edge degrees in Fig. 10(b) . We also plot the average number of social edges between a pair of users (in analogy to the probability of a social edge in the ER model) versus the number of users in Fig. 11(a) , and plot the average degree of social edge in Fig. 11(b) . We simulate the request graph based on the context of spectrum crowdsensing discussed in Section III-B. We consider five licensed transmitters and N users randomly located in a 1000m × 1000m area. The licensed transmitters operate on five orthogonal channels, respectively. We assume that the utility of a user's sensing service for a channel is equal to the inverse of its distance from the licensed transmitter that operates on that channel. Each user randomly selects one channel, and requests sensing service for that channel from at most three users randomly selected from the other users who have better channel conditions than itself for that channel. We assume that the sensing service is indivisible. The social credit limit and the service request amount are randomly drawn from {1, . . . , N S } and {1, . . . , N R }, respectively. We set N S = N R = 5 as default values.
B. Simulation Results

1) System Efficiency:
We compare the system performance of the STAR mechanism with the benchmark mechanisms RP and ST. We first evaluate the maximum total amount of service provided under different mechanisms. To highlight the performance comparison, we normalize the results of STAR and ST with respect to RP. We illustrate the impact of P S , P R , μ S , Fig. 12 . Impact of P S on total service amount for the random setting. Fig. 13 . Impact of P R on total service amount for the random setting. μ R , and N on the maximum total amount of provided service in Figs. 12-16 , respectively. As expected, the performance of STAR always dominates that of RP and ST, which is due to that STAR jointly exploits social trust and reciprocity. Figs. 12 and 14 show that STAR and ST perform better with respect to RP as P S or μ S increases. This is because, as social trust improves, more service can be provided using social trust under STAR and ST, while RP does not benefit from the improved social trust. On the other hand, Figs. 13 and 15 show that STAR and ST perform worse with respect to RP as P R or μ R increases. The reason is that as users have more service requests among each other, a significant part of the increment in service request can be satisfied using reciprocity. We observe from Figs. 12 and 14 that the performance gap between STAR and ST decreases as P S increases, while it remains almost the same as μ S increases. This shows that the connectivity of the social network has a greater impact on the performance of ST than the social trust levels. For this reason, Fig. 16 shows that the performance gap between STAR and ST decreases as N increases, since the connectivity of the social network improves as the number of users Fig. 15 . Impact of µ R on total service amount for the random setting. Fig. 16 . Impact of N on total service amount for the random setting. increases. We also evaluate the maximum total utility of service provided under different mechanisms. We illustrate the impact of μ U on the maximum total utility of provided service in Fig. 17 . We observe that the performance gaps among RP, ST, and STAR remain almost the same as μ U increases. This is as expected, since the utility per unit service acts as a "scaling" factor that has the same effect on the performance of different mechanisms.
Next we evaluate the request completion ratio under different mechanisms, which is defined as the ratio of the amount of provided service to the amount of requested service. We illustrate the impact of P R , μ R , and N on the request completion ratio in Figs. 18-20 , respectively. We observe from Figs. 18 and 19 that for all mechanisms, the total amount of provided service increases faster than that of requested service as P R increases, while it increases slower as μ R increases. This shows that a large diversity of users' service requests is beneficial for system efficiency. For this reason, as illustrated in Fig. 20 , the request completion ratio improves for all mechanisms as the number of users increases. Fig. 18 . Impact of P R on request completion ratio for the random setting. Fig. 19 . Impact of µ R on request completion ratio for the random setting. For the practical setting, Figs. 21-23 illustrate the total service amount, total service utility, and request completion ratio when the total utility of provided service is maximized, respectively, as N increases. We can see that STAR always significantly outperforms RP and ST, with a performance gain ranging from 14% to 82%, especially when the number of users is small. 2) Individual Performance: We evaluate individual users' performance under different mechanisms when the system efficiency is maximized. To demonstrate the impact of a particular parameter, we vary that parameter for different users, while keeping other parameters the same for all users. We also normalize the results to highlight the performance comparison. In  Figs. 24-27 , we illustrate the amount of received service of each user (i.e., the amount of satisfied service requests of each user) for a system of 10 users when the total amount of provided service is maximized, where users are different only in a user's probability of having social edge from another user P Si , probability of having service request from another user P Ri , mean of social credit limit from another user μ Si , and mean of service request amount from another user μ Ri , respectively. In Figs. 28-29, we illustrate each user's received service amount and received service utility when the total utility of provided service is maximized, where users are different only in a user's utility per unit service μ Ui . We observe that each user always performs better under STAR than under RP and ST. This shows that STAR can improve each individual user's performance while the system objective is to maximize system efficiency. We also observe that an individual user performs better than other users if it has a larger parameter value than others. This shows that STAR can achieve service differentiation, which is a desirable property for fairness: if a user has more social trust or service requests from others than other users have, then that user can also receive more service than others. [12] with the social network structure as given in Fig. 10 . We observe from Fig. 10(b) that the degree of social edge can be very different for different users in real social networks. Accordingly, Fig. 30 shows that users with higher degrees (with larger user indices) receive more service than those with lower degrees.
3) Computational Complexity: We evaluate the computational complexity of using Algorithm 1 to find the maximum total utility of provided service under the STAR mechanism for the practical setting. We convert the service utility values into integers by multiplying them by a large integer K and rounding them down to the respective nearest integers. We run simulations on a Windows 7 desktop with 3.1 GHz CPU and 8GB memory. We illustrate the number of cycle-canceling iterations (i.e., the iterations of the while loop) and the running time of executing Algorithm 1 as N increases for different values of N R and K in Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 , respectively. We assume that N S = N R . We observe that the number of iterations increases almost linearly in the number of users while the running time is increasing quadratically. This shows that Algorithm 1 is scalable for large systems in practice. As expected, we also observe that the computational complexity is higher when N R or K is larger.
VI. RELATED WORK
There have been numerous studies on incentive design for stimulating user cooperation in networks. Existing literature on this subject can be broadly classified into three categories. One category of work makes use of reciprocity (also known as barter) [14] - [16] . Although a reciprocity-based approach is simple to implement, it is inefficient in general since synchronously matched requests are unusual. Another category is based on (virtual) currency [3] , [5] , [17] - [19] , in which a user earns currency by providing service to others and spends currency to receive service from others. The use of currency as a medium of exchange overcomes the shortcoming of reciprocity-based approaches by enabling users to "asynchronously trade" service. However, a major drawback of using currency is that it incurs a high implementation overhead, mainly due to the need to inhibit malicious manipulation among users without mutual trust. Consider, for example, Bitcoin [20] which has recently drawn widespread attention as a promising digital currency. The creation and transfer of bitcoins need to consume considerable computing resources so that they can be secured against potential cheating using cryptographic tools. Reputation-based approaches [21] - [23] constitute the third category. Since reputation score can be viewed as a form of currency, these approaches share the same advantages and disadvantages as the currency-based ones.
The social credit model used in this paper falls into the class of credit networks [9] , [24] - [26] . The credit is similar to a currency in that there is a need to keep track of the credit information between each pair of neighbor users in the credit network. However, since the credit is ensured by existing trust among users, it obviates the need to secure the credit against cheating, and therefore can reduce implementation overhead significantly.
Compared to the studies mentioned above, the STAR mechanism overcomes the inefficiency of only using reciprocity by using social credit as a "local" currency, while it also circumvents the high implementation overhead incurred by a currency-based approach since social credit is "secured" by existing social trust. Therefore, STAR can efficiently stimulate users to provide service in a cost-effective way.
Exploiting social aspects of mobile networking is an emerging paradigm for network design and optimization [27] , [28] . Very few work have exploited both social trust and reciprocity for stimulating cooperation in networks. [27] has recently studied using social trust and reciprocity to stimulate cooperative communication based on a coalitional game. Our work is different from [27] in several ways including that each user in the latter can participate in at most one reciprocity cycle and social trust levels are unlimited therein.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a socially-aware crowdsensing system that exploits social trust to stimulate users' participation. The incurred implementation overhead is low since it obviates the need of a global currency. For this system, we have designed STAR, an incentive mechanism using a synergistic marriage of social trust and reciprocity. Based on the STAR mechanism, we have shown that all sensing requests can be satisfied if and only if users who request more sensing service than they can provide can transfer sufficient social credit to users who can provide more than they request. We have also developed an efficient algorithm to maximize the utility of sensing service provided under STAR, for both cases of divisible and indivisible service. Extensive simulation results have confirmed that STAR can achieve significantly better efficacy than using social trust only or reciprocity only.
